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To prepare ALL students for the AI-rich future that awaits them, it is imperative that they ALL learn ABOUT
AI, and have opportunities to learn WITH AI in increasingly interactive and complex ways.0
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AI Free
Work must be completed entirely without any AI assistance. 
Students must rely entirely on their own knowledge, understanding, and skills. 
Any AI use is a violation of student academic integrity.
An academic honesty pledge that AI was not used may be required.

AI Assisted
AI is used for tasks as specified such as brainstorming, planning, or feedback.
No AI content is allowed in the final submission. 
Usage beyond speficied tasks is a violation of academic integrity.
Disclosure statement & links to AI Chats should be submitted with final product.

AI Enhanced
AI is used interactively throughout to enhance your knowledge, efficiency, & creativity.
Student must provide human oversight and evaluation of all AI generated content.
Interactivity with AI and critical engagement with AI-generated content is required.  
Student is responsible for the accuracy and fairness of all AI-generated content. 
Detailed disclosure statement & links to AI Chats should be submitted with final product.

AI Empowered
The full integration of AI allows for the creation of things that were previously impossible,
empowering students as critical thinkers, creatives, and problem solvers.
Student must provide human oversight and evaluation of all AI-generated content.
Student is responsible for the accuracy, fairness, & originality of all AI-generated content. 
Detailed disclosure statement & links to AI chats should be submitted with final product.
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  Level of AI Use Full Description Disclosure Requirements

0 NO AI Use
This assessment is completed entirely without AI assistance. 
AI Must not be used at any point during the assessment.
This level ensured that student rely solely on their own knowledge,
understanding, and skills. 

No AI disclosure required 
 May require an academic honesty pledge that
AI was not used.

1
AI-Assisted Idea
Generation and
Structuring

No AI content is allowed in the final submission.
AI can be used in the assessment for brainstorming, creating
structures, and generating ideas for improving work.

AI disclosure statement must be included
disclosing how AI was used. 
Link(s) to AI chat(s) must be submitted with
final submission. 

2 AI-Assisted
Editing

No new content can be created using AI.
AI can be used to make improvements to the clarity or quality of
student created work to improve the final output. 

AI disclosure statement must be included
disclosing how AI was used. 
Link(s) to AI chat(s) must be submitted with
final submission. 

3 AI for Specified
Task Completion

AI is used to complete certain elements of the task, as specified by
the teacher.
This level requires critical engagement with AI generated content
and evaluating its output.
You are responsible for providing human oversight and evaluation
of all AI generated content.

All AI created content must be cited using
proper MLA citation.
Link(s) to AI chat(s) must be submitted with
final submission. 

4 Full AI Use with
Human Oversight

You may use AI throughout your assessment to support your own
work in any way you deem necessary. 
AI should be a ‘co-pilot’ to enhance human creativity.
You are responsible for providing human oversight and evaluation
of all AI generated content.

You must cite the use of AI using proper MLA
or APA citation.
Link(s) to AI chat(s) must be submitted with
final submission. 

Can I Use AI on this Assignment? 
Generative AI Acceptable Use Scale
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Generative AI refers to any of the thousands of Artificial Intelligence tools in which the model generates new content (text, images, audio, video, code,etc) 
This includes, but is not limited to, Large Language Models/ LLMs such as ChatGPT, Google Gemini,etc, Image creators such as Dall-E3, Adobe Firefly, and any tools with built

in generative AI capabilities such as Microsoft CoPilot, Google Duet, Canva, etc etc)
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